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The sensitivity of the ATLAS detector to the clisccwery of a heavy charged Higgs boson is pre-
sented. Assuming a heavy SLTSYspectrum. the most prmnising channels above the top quarkmass
are H* + tb and H* ~ r+v~ which provide coverage in the low and high tand regions up to
N600 GeV. Theachievable precisions onthechargeclH iggsm ass andtan~~deterrninationa reako
discussed. The H* + W_+h} channel, though restricted to a small MSSM parameter space, shows
a viable signal in NMSShl where the pa.ra.cneterspace is less constrainecl. The observation of the
c}]a.nnelH- - r; V7 + C.C.may constitute a distinctive evidence for models with singlet neutrinos
in large extra dimensions.

PACE numbers: 1.4.80.C, 12.60.Jv, 11.10.Kk

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Standard Model (SM), one scalar doublet is re-
sponsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking, lead-
ing to the prediction of one neutral scalar particle in the
physical spectrum, the Higgs boson. The spectrum of
many extensions to the SM includes a charged Higgs
state. We consider as a. prototype of these models the
two-Higgs Doublet Model of type II (2HDM-11). where
the Higgs doublet with hypercharge – 1/2 couples only to
right–handed up–type quarks anti neutrinc)s whereas the
+1/2 doublet couples only to right-handeci charged lep-
tons and down-type quarks; an example is the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In the follcJw-
ing we will use the vacuum expectation values (VEV)
v & 246 GeV of the Sill and ul (VEV of the +1/2 dou-
blet) and vz (VEV of the –1/2 doublet) c)f the 2HDM.
They relate to each other as:

and the tree level relation to the W mass is m ~v =
g2v2/4 = gz (ZJ?-1-7Jf)/2. In the 2HDM models, the two
complex Higgs doublets correspond to eight scalar states.
Symmetry breaking leads to five Higgs bosons, three neu-
tral (two CP-everl h, H and one CP-ocld A) and a charged
pair, @ [1]. At tree level, the Higgs sector of the MSSM
is specified by two parameters, generally taken as m~,

the mass of the CP-odd Higgs A ancl tan 6, the ratio of

*Electronic address: ket.wi@bnl.gov
tElectronic address: ya,nrrQtsl.uu.se
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the vacuunl expectation values of the two Higgs doublets.
However, radiative corrections can modify tree level re-
lations significantly the most affected is the mass of
the lightest CP-even Higgs which is constrained at tree
level to be below mz but with radiative corrections, the
upper bound is shifted to N 135 CTeV[2]. While the neu-
tral Higgs bosons may be clifficult to distinguish from the
one of the SM, the charged Higgs bosons are a clistinctive
signal of physics beyond the SM. The detection of a H*
may therefore play an important role in the discovery of
an extended Higgs sector, such as the one recluired by the
h’IssM.

LEP searches have yielded a lower bouncl of 114.1 CleV
on the mass c)f the ShJ.Higgs boson with a 2.l-cr evickmce
for a 115.6 GeV Higgs [3]. An upper bound of 1!36GeV
on the SM Higgs bc~scmmass is inferred from global fits
to precision electroweak data [5]. At the Tevatrcrn Run 1,
the SM Higgs boson has been searched for in the process
q~ --+ Z(JJ: )H where the associated vector boson pro-
vides a suppression c)f the backgrounds. These searches
yield no evickmce of the Higgs as the observed events
are consistent with expectation from the backgrounds [6].
The search for the SM Higgs boson will be continued at
the Tevatron where the mass range ccwerecl will be ex-
tended to N 170 GeV with an integrated luminosity of
up to w 40 i%–1. .4t tlw LHC’ (Large Hadron Collicler),
a SM Higgs signal can be cherved with a significance of
more than % after j ust,several months of clata taking (<
10 h-’”).

In the MSShl. lower bounds of 91.0 and !)1.9 GcV on
the masses of the lightest CP-even Higgs h and the C!P-
odcl Higgs A have been set in the experimental searches
at LEP. Further, the tan 13regions of 0.5 < tan@ < 2.4
and 0.7 < tan jj < 1II.5 m-e excluded at 95% confidence
level for the maximum )nl, anti the nc~-mixing scenarios
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respectively [3]. In addition, a large area of the 2HDM-11
parameter space has been scanned leading to the exclu-
sion at 95’% CL of significant regions of the (m~,, m,q),
(m~., tan ~) and (m.,4, tan d) projections. Within the

< ~~ GeVscanned parameter space, the regiou 1 S rnll,,,-,

and 12 S ?nA S 56 C%V is excludecl at !15% CL indepen-
dent of tan,8 and c~ [4]. A model-independent interpre-
tation, with no assumption ma,cleon the structure of the
Higgs sector, was also conducted at LEP. Lower bounds
are set at 95% CL on the masses of the scalar and pseudo-
scalar neutral Higgs bosons S[l and PO — in the search for
the generic processes e~e– - S’”Zo and ete– a S’”Po
— depending on the assumed values of the scale factors S2
and C2, and of the branching ratios [4]. At the Tevatron,
the lightest Higgs boson of MSSM has been searched for
in the process pp ~ b~h (h -+ bb). These searches ex-
cluded the large tan /.? region (tan /3 > 35) not accessible
at LEP [6].

In the MSSM, the charged Higgs mass at tree level,
mH~, is related to rnA as:

rn~~ = 7n~v + m~ , (2)

and is less sensitive to radiative corrections [7]. At, L.EP,
the main production mechanism of the charged Higgs is
e~e- a H+H–. Direct searches of the charged Higgs
at LEP have been carried in the general 2HDM (where
m.ff~ is not constrained) assuming H+ A T+ V7 (c@ and
H– ~ ~– Z- (Es). These searches yielded a lower bound
of 78.6 GeV on the charged Higgs mass independent of
the H* a r+ v. branching ratio [8]. At the Tevatron,
CDF and DO performed direct and indirect searches for
the charged Higgs through the process PF -+ tf, with at
least one top quark decaying via t a H*b. The direct
searches seek the process H* + T+ VT with the identi-
fication of the I- lepton through its hadrcmic decays. In
the indirect searches, CDF and Do looked for a ch$icit
in the SM tf decays caused by the possible existence of
t - f@b. These searches excluded the low and high
tan ~ regions up to w 160 G.eV [9]. Other experimen-
tal bounds on the charged Higgs mass come from prc)-
cesses where the charged Higgs enters as a virtual parti-
cle. One such process is the b 4 ST dcca.y where indirect
limits are obtained from the measurement c)f the decay
rate [10]. However, these bounds are strongl<vmodel cle-
pendent [11, 12].

The search for the charged Higgs boson will be con-
tinued above the top quark mass. The main production
mechanisms would be the 2 e 3 process g,g ~ tbH*
and the 2 -+ 2 process gb ~ fH* shc)wn in Fig. 1 [13].
Additional production mechanisms come from the Drell-
Yan type process gg, q~ -+ H+H– [14], and the asso-
ciated production with a TV boson, @ ~ H* 11-+ [15].
However, in the former case, the rate is rather- low at
the LHC either because of weak conplings and low quark
luminosity or the process is induced by Ioc)ps of heavy
quarks and therefore suppressed by a.dditiona.l factors of
electroweak couplings; in the latter case, the rate is also
somewhat lower at the LHC and this channel suffers from
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gg+tH+b gb+tH’

FIG. 1: The charged Higgs production at the LHC through
the 2 + 3 procxxs, gg + tblf+and the 2 -+ 2 process,
gb + f M*. The inclusive cross section is the sum of both
contributions after the subtraction of khe common terms.

the large irreducible tf and QCD jet backgrounds [16].
The main production mechanisms, i.e., the 2 ~ 3 and
the 2 A 2 processes, partially cnwrla.pwhen the former
is obtained from the latter by a gluon splitting into a
~-quark pair. When surmning both contributions, care
rmrst be taken to avoid double courking. The difference
between th~ two processes is well understood and the
inclusive crc)ss section is obtained from a proper subtrac-
tion c)f the common logarithmic terms [17, 18, 19, 20].
Assuming a heavy SUSY spectrum: the charged Higgs
will decay only into SM particles as shown in Fig. 2 [21]
for the maximal stop mixing scenario. For low values of
tan 13,below the top quark mass, the main decay channels
are H* -+ T% VT, c,?, WhO and t’ b; i~bov~ the top quark
mass, the H* -+ tb decay mode becomes dominant. For
high values of tan ~~,the H+ -+ T+.v. ancl H* -+ fb are
the only dominant clecay mocles.

In this paper, we summarise the sensitivity c)f the AT-
LAS detector i.~tthe LHC to the discovery of a heavy
charged Higgs, with emphasis on the region above the
top quark mass, m ~~~ > mt (some of the results pre-
sented here have a.lrei.iclybeen published in earlier pa-
pers [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]).

These studies have been carried out as particle level
event generation in PYTHIA5.7 and PYTHIA6.1 [27], at
X = 14 TeV. with the detector resolutions and efficien-
cies parameterised in ATLFASrI’ ~28] from full detector
sirmdations. We used the CTEQ2L and CTEQ5L par-
torl distribution function parametz-isations [29] and the
charged Higgs mass is calculated to l-loop with Feyu-
HiggsFast [30].

In section II, -we describe briefly the ATLAS detec-
tor and the performance of the cletector components nec-
essary for the cliscovery of the charged Higgs discovery.
In section III. we discuss the possibility to cletect the
process -H* A tb, followecl by H* -+ i-+v, in section
IV. Then, we disclws the process H* -+ JJ’*hO and we
give the expected achievable precision on the chargecl
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FIG. 2: The branching ratios of the charged decays in
particles as a function of m W* for tan C = 1.5 (top plot)
tan ~ = 30 (bottom plot). T“he most dominant clecay-chrknels
are H+ -+ T*vT and H* -+ tb.

Higgs mass and tan ~ determination. The detection of a
charged Higgs signal in models with singlet neutrinos in
large extra dimensions is discussed in section VII. Then,
a discussion on charged Higgs decay to supersymmetric
particles and charged Higgs production from StJSY cas-
cade decays is presented followed by concluding remarks.

II. DETECTOR DESCRIPTION AND
PERFORMANCE

The ATLAS detector is a general purpose detector de-
signed and optimised to be sensitive to a wide range of
physics issues to be explored at the LHC such as the
origin of mass at the electroweak scale. The detector
itself consists of an inner detector, electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters, a stand-alone muon spectrometer
and a magnet. system.

The inner detector comprises discrete high resolution
semiconductor pixel and strip detectors in the inner sect-
ion, and a straw tube tracking detector- with the ca-
pability for transition radiation cletection in the outer
part. The inner detector provides pattern recognition,
momentum and vertex measurements. ancl electron iden-
tification.

The calorimeter consists of a highly segmented elec-
tromagnetic (EM) sampling calorimeter followed by a
hadronic calorimeter (HAD). The EM calorimeter is a
lead/liquicl argon detector with accordion shaped kap-
ton electrodes and lead absorber plates providing elec-
tron and photon identification and measurements. This
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is complemeut,ed by her-metic hadrwnic calorimeters for
jets and missing energy measurements. The HAD cov-
ers the range ~qI < 5 with different detector technologies
best slliteci to the variety of requirements and radiation
environments. They consist of a barrel sampling detec-
tor using iron M the absorber ancl scintillating tiles as the
active material. end-cap calorimeters with copper/liquid
argon technc)logy, allcl a forward calorimeter using liquid
argon with rod-shaped electrodes in a tungsten matrix.

The calorimeter is ,surroundecl by a stand-alone muon
spectrometer whose design is based on the cleflection of
muon tracks in large super-conducting magnets. It con-
sists of four different chamber technologies, two of which
are for precision measurements of muon track parame-
ters ancl the other two for triggering. In the barrel sec-
tion, resistive plate chambers provide the trigger function
w~lereas in tile end-caps, this is clone by thin gap chanl-
hers. Precision measurements of tracks are done with
monitored chift tubes, however at large pseudo-rapidity
and close to the interaction point, highly granular cath-
ode strip chambers are used to withstand the rate and
the background conditions. The muon spectrometer pro-
vicies precision measurements of nnrcm momenta and the
capability for knv-p~ trigger at low luminosity.

The magnet system consists of a central solenoid which
provides a 2 Tesla magnetic field for the inner detector,
surrounded by a system of three large super-conducting
air-core toroids generating the magnetic field for the
numn spectrometer.

Further details on the detector clesign and optimisation
including the trigger ancl data acquisition system are well
documented in ~31,32]. The cletection of a charged Higgs
signal wcm]d depend on many crucial ATLAS detector
performance parameters, namely [32, 33]:

~-jet rercmstruction and rejection against QCD jets
(for a ~-jet reconstruction efficiency of 30%, a jet
rejection factor of C--J400 can be achieved).

Good E~i’s resolution as the p!~iss vector and the
reconstructed ~-jet will be usecl for the transverse
mass reconstruction of H+ ~ -r+VT — E~iss res-
oluticms of 2O-1OO d.ev are expected based on full
detector simulations of A/H ~ n- events in the
mass range 100-500 C,eV.

A fi-tagging performance of 60% (50%) at low
(high) luminosity is expected and necessary for the
reconstruction -H* ~ tb and H+ a tV*hO (~ b~)
which contain several b-jets in the final state.

Excellent jet reconstruction and calibration would
also be needed as the reconstruction of W* s jj is
necessary for the observat.iou of the signals studied
herein.

Finally an isolatecl Iepton (e cn-IL)trigger is neeckd
for H+ -+ tb arid .H* -+ tt’~h~ and a Iepton iden-
tificaticm efficiency of !30% is expected. For the
H* ~ T* VT, a nmlt.i-jet trigger (and pc)ssibly a



~ trigger) wcmld be necessary. Such a trigger will
be available, not just for the charged Higgs, but
also for many other important physics studies.

The ATLFAST [28] simulation code used for the
present work has been carefully verified with fully recon-
structed results. Performance figures are well reproduced
and we expect cmly slightly worse performance with the
real ATLAS detector.

III. THE .iY* -+ tb CHANNEL

The region m?.~~ > mt was at first considered problerrl-
atic, as the large decay mode .H* ~ tb has large QCD
backgrounds at hadron colliders. However the possibility
of efficient b-tagging has considerably improved the sit.
uation [34]. The interaction term of the charged Higgs
with the t and b quarks in the 2HDM of type II is given
by:

L= ‘y wbH+i(m~ Cotfi(l – ‘y~)
2/Z mv~

+ Tn.b~a.11,8(1+ ‘Y5)) b -t- h.c. (:3)

We consider therefore the large 2 A 2 hadroprocluction
process gb ~ tH+ (see Fig. 1) with decay mechanism
& -+ tb. The cross section for gb A tH+ can be written
as:

The decay width of H- + Eb is given by:

where the factor 3 takes into account the number of
colours. The final state of the 2 a 2 l~adr{j~)rod~lct.ic)l~
process contains two top quarks, one of which is required
to decay serni-leptonically to provide the trigger, t - l.vb
(1 = e, p) and the other hadronically, f = .jjb. The
main background comes from t~b and tfqproduction with
tf -+ lVbWb -+ lubjjb. The rates for the signal and the
backgrounds are shown in Table I.

We search for an isolated Iepton, three b-tagged jets
and at least two non b-jets. We retain the ,jet-jet com-
binations whose invariant masses are consistent with the
W-boson mass, ]mvt~ – m~j ] < 25 GeV (for the events
satisfying this requirement, the 4-momenta of the jets
are rescaled such that rnjj = nZ,1z7) aIIci vw use the ~~-

boson mass constraint, to find the longitudinal compo-
nent of the neutrino momentum, W* ~ lv, assuming
the missing transverse momentum is the neutrino trarls-
verse momentum. Subsequently, the two top cpmrks in
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FI(+. 3: The signs.l+back,gwounci(.sc)lidline) and the back-
ground (dashed line) distributions for the reconstmzcteclin-
variant mass m.tb of a Higgs mass of 200, 250, 300 and
.100 GeV, tan@ = 30 and au integrated luminosity of 30 fb- 1.
The errors are statistical only.

the spectrum are reconstructed, retaining the pair of top
quarks whc)se invariant masses rrtivb and ‘mjjb h~st rein-

hrlk% ,# = (rr?f — rr7/vb)2 ~ (’rrit – ULjjb)2. The remaining
b-jet can be paired with either top quark to give two
chargecl Higgs canciidatesj one of which leads to a corw-
binatorial background.

Above m I@ = 300 GeV, the reduced signal rate and
the combinatorial background make the observation of
this channel difficult. Below a charged Higgs mass of
300 GeV, thk channel maybe observed above the tfb plus
t~q background. The results for r?lff+ = 200 – 400 GeV
are shown in Fig. 3. At high values of tan ,r3(> 25),
sensitivity is expected up to 400 GeV as shown in Ta-
ble II. The 5-z7 cliscovery contour for H* ~ tlr is shown
in Fig 9. “This anal,ysis is presented extensively in ~22].

IV. THE 11+ - 7* vj- C%IANNELJ

The m dewy charmcl offers a high pr of the ~ and large
missing energy signature that can be discovereci at LHC
over a vast region oft he parameter space [35]. The events
are generatec~ in PYTHIA using the process gb ~ tH*.
The associated top quark is required to decay hadrorli-
cally, t-+jjh.The charged Higgs clecays into a ~ leptcm,
@ _ # UT, aud the hadronic decays c)f the ~ are corl-
sidered. The backgrounds considered are QCD, W+jets,
single top production Itrt, and tf,with one IV + jj’ and
the ckher H“* - T* Z/T. “Table III shows the rates for the
signal and the ha.ckgrounds :Ls a fhnction of ?rz.@ and
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TABLE I: The expected rates (C x BR, in pb) — for the sign:il bg + H *t -. lvbjjbb and the
tib + t ;q background for several values of m~+ and tan/J.

Process 7rl.H* (C4eV) tan /3= 1.5 tan.d = I.O tan d = ?)0

bg ~ H*t ~ lubjjbb 200 3.4 ().4 1.6
250 2.0 0.1.8 1.2
300 1.!2 0.14 1.0
400 (3.54 0.08 0.4
500 0.3 0.04 0.2

ti-+ iibl~b [W’ 4 lu) 228 228 228

TABLE II: Sensitivity of the ATLAS detector (S/@) to the observation c)f the charged Higgs
through H* ~ tb. Discovery is possible in the low (< 2.5) and the high (> 25) tan ~?regions
up to 400 GeV

m~i (C4eV) tan t? = 1 tan [~ = 2 tan ~ = 10 tan 1~= 25 tan (3 = 35
200 11.5 5.3 1.3 ~g 5.5
250 1.9.6 6.1 1.1 5.1 11.1
300 13.8 5.2 1.1 -!.!) !J.9
400 ‘i.7 2.8 0.5 2.3 4.7

tan /3.
The width c)f the process 13* 4 ~+ v. is:

+#j](l--) ((i)

If the decay H* -+ tb is cinematically allowed, cmmparing
(6) with (5) one can have a rcmgh estimate of the H* A
T* VTbranching ratio BR~:

r+ tan2 /3

= 3(rn~ cot2 C + Tn; tan” ,8) + Irl; tan2 ~j
. (7)

A measurement of the signal rate in H* ~ T+ Vr can
allow a determination of t.arr(~ (see section VI C for de-
tails).

The distributicms c)f cme-prong hadronic decays c)f T’s,

# ~ T%UT (11.1%) (8)
# ~ /)+ (+ 7r*7r”)vT (25.2%)
# ~ #~ (+ 7r%%ro)z/, (9.0%),

are sensitive to the polarisation state c)f the I- leptcm [136,
37, 38]. In fact, it is to be noted that the spin state of r’s
coming from H+- and W*-boson decays are opposite as
illustrated in Fig. 6. This is true for the case of one-prong
decays into both n-*’s a.ncl longitudinal vector mesons,
while the transverse component of the latter dilutes the
effect and must be somehow eliminated by reqlliring that
8070 of the ~-jet (transverse) energy is carriecl mva.y by
the n-*’s, i.e.:

R= ~ >0.8.
P;’

(!))

Alternatively, one can clemand a hard distributicm in ApT
which is the difference in the momenta of the chargeci
track and the acccnmpanying neutral pion(s) [36].

ApT = ]p$* – p;’]. (10)

Ultimately, the polarisation effect leads to a signifi-
cantly harder mcmwntum distribution of charged picms
frcm T decays for the H* signal cc)mpared to the W*
background, which can then be exploited to increase
the sign~l.1-to-backgr(>ll~lclratios and the signal signifi-
cance [36, 37, 38] by reducing the background and en-
hancing the signal ~23]. We have included the T polaris~
tion into PYTHIA through the TAUOLA [39] simulation
code and considerwl all the hachonir clecays of the ~ lep-
tc)ll.

~;re search for one ha.clronic ~ jet ancl at least three non
r jets, one of which must be a b-tagged jet,. Further, we
apply a b-jet veto to reject the tf backgrouncL .4s there
is no iscda.teclleptcm (electrcm cmrnucm) in the final state,
the observation of this channel requires a multi-jet trig-
ger with a ~ trigger. After reconstnmting the jet-jet in-
variant mass n~.jjancl retaining the candidates consistent
with the Jt’-bc)son mass. the jet 4-momerha are resealed
as done in the H* ~ tb analysis and the associated tc)p
cluark is reconstructed by minimizing X2 = (?njj~ – rr~.t)2.
Subsequently, a sidficiently- high threshold on the p~ of
the ~ jet is required. The background events satistiing
this cut need a large boost from the W boson. This
results in a small azimuthal opening angle Ad between
the ‘r jet and the missing momentum 4*. In contrast,
slwh a boost is not required from the H* for the sig-
nal events, leacling tc) a backward peak in the azimuthal
c)pening angte ~2?3].Furthermc)re, the missing momentum
is harder fc)r the signal. The clifference betwe;en signal
and background distributicms in the azimuthal angle and
the missing lllc)mentum increases with increasing mH+.
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TABLE III: The expected rates (a x .E3R),for the signal gb -+ tH* with
H+ ~ T*v7 and f ~ jjb,_an d for the backgrounds: Q[~D, It’+-jets, !i”tb
and tfwith t A rub and t + jjb. We iissume an inclusive ft production
cross section of 590 pb. Other cross sections are taken from PYTHIA. The
branching frwtions of H* ~ T* VT are obtained from HDECAY [21], and
we take the W- + jj br-a.nching ratio to be 2/3..-

Process - tall /3 m ~+ (WV) crx BR (pb)
Sigual 15 180 1.33

200 2.23
250 0.91
300 0.54
350 0.10
400 0.13
450 0.2:3
500 0.11

Is’!.l 1
5(j.!il

WYjets (p~ >30 GeV) 1.64 10*
QCD (PT >10 C;eV) 6.04 log

FIG. 4: The final transverse rnas m~ reconstruction for the
signal and the backgrounds ta.khqginto account the polarisat-
ion of the ~ Iepton, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb- 1.

These effects are well cumulated in the transverse mass

771T= 2P;#77 [1 – COS(M)] $ (11)

which provides a. good riiscriminatioli between the sig-
nal and the ba.ckgrmmds as shown in Fig 4 — the full
invariant mass is not reconstructed in this case because
of the neutrino in the final state. Fen-the backgrounds,
the transverse mass is cinematically constrained to be
smaller than rnlv but for the signal, the transverse mass
is bound from above by ‘rn.H&. However, because of the

experimental resolution of Ej?iss, some leakage of the
backgrcmnd events imto the signal region is observed (see
Fig. 4). The backgrounds in this channel are relatively
small; significance upwards of 5cr can be achieved for
7n ~+ > mf and tan j3 > 10, for an integrated luminosity
c)f 30 f%-] as shown in Table IV. The discovery contour
for this channel is shown in Fig. 9. In fact, the range
of discover-y potential is scdel,ylimited b<ythe signal size
itself. “The present study shows a statistically significant
improvement in the signal-to-background ratios and in
the signal significance clue to the ~ polarisation effect
but it is not necessary to restrict oneself to just the one-
prong clecays. Details of this stlldy are available in [23].

V. THE 11* ---+W* ho CHANNEL

Thus far, the study c)f the discovery potential of the
cha.rgecl Higgs with ATLAS has concentrated mainly cm
the fermionic decays modes — H* ~ tb and Ii@ ~
# Vr ~22,23, 40]. In this section, the cliscovery potential
of the charged Higgs with the ATLAS detector- through
the process H* a IV* h(} is stuciied. The decay width of
H- - J.J~-}~()is:

where a is the Higgs mixing angle in the CP-even sector.
In the MSSIVIone can easil,y verify that the maxirnurn
value of COS2(~~— u) at fixed tan # is ccxiz2~?ancl occurs
ill the limit ~?lH4 + ml{-. Therefore the expectation
of a heavy chargeci Higgs implies a srna.11roupling for
this channel. Though significant, c)nly in a tiny range of
MSSM parameter space [41], this charlllel constitutes a
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TABLE IV: The expected signal-to-background ratios and significance calculated after
all cuts for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb– 1. The backgrounds are relatively small; in
fact, it is the size of the signal itself that limits the range of the discovery potential.

tan f~ 30 40 45 25 35 60 50
rr7.H+ (CJeV) 200 250 300 350 -too 450 500
Sibmal events 43.3 60.3 70.5 18.8 30.6 66.9 36.2
tt 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
I’vt 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
M;+iets 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
To~;l hackgrmmcl 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7’
S/B 6.9 go 1.0.5 2.8 4.6 10.0 5.’l
s/@ 17.!3 23.3 27.2 7.3 11.8 25.8 14.0

unique test for the MSSM and is also sensitive to the
nextito-minimal extension to the MSSM, i.e., NMSSM,
where there may be a significant range of viability below
and above the top quark mass [42].

A. H& + W*hO, m~-+ < mt

Below the top quark mass, we consider tfproclucticrn
with one top quark decaying into a W boson and the
other into the charged Higgs. The characteristics c)f the
production and decay processes are:

gg (qq) - tf

t + H&b

f+ W-;

I@ + TI’* }/.”. (13)

Thus, the spectrum contaim two W bosons, one of which
is off mass shgll, and four tr-cluarksdue to the subsequent
decay ho - bb. In the present analysis, one of the IV’S is
required to decay into leptons (e, p), and the other intc)
jets. The major background to this process comes from
t~b~ and t~qtj production where both top quarks ciecay
into W’S. We search for an iscdated lepton, four b-tagged
jets and at least two non b-jets. Two possible scenarios
are considered on an event by event basis:

w-’ + lV JV -+ ,jj (14)

or

W* A ,jj T’v -+ lV. (15)

If the on-shell W boson decays into leptons, then the JV
mass constraint is used to fix the longitudinal compunent

P: of the neutrin~ momentum. For this ~ase~ W“ -+ ~.j
and all the jet-jet combinations are accepted. However,
if W* ~ lv instead, one can no longer use the 1V mass
constraint. In this case, p; is set to zero and the jet-jet
combinations consistent with the TV mass are retained,
i.e., [m~ — ~T~.jj] < 25 GeV; in this ~~MSSwindow, the
jet momenta are resca.led so that mjj = rnlt. Finally, We
use the following ,Y2criterion to select the best top quark,

the neutral light Higgs and charged Higgs canclidates:

# =
(~~~l~”h– ‘~nt)z+ (’rnIf*b, – ‘r/k)2

+ (rob,, bL, – 7rlhU )2 . (16)

Although the signal rate is initially two orders of magni-
tude smaller than the t; background rate as can be seen
from Table V, the proposecl reconstruction procedure de-
scribed in further detail in [24] permits the extraction of
the signal with a significance exceeding % ill the low
tan @ (1.5 – 2..5) region as shown in ‘Table VI. At high
tan ,0. though the reccmstructicm efficiency remains com-
I)arable, the signal rate decreases so significantly that the
discovery potential vanishes in this region.

Above the top quark mass, the chargecl Higgs is pro-
ducecl in associatiwl with a top cluark acccn-ding to:

gh - t@

H* + ll’h”

t + It-b. (17)

The final state for the signal contains two IV hoscms,
one of which is recluired to decay into leptons (electron
or muon to trigger the experiment), the c)ther into jets,
ancl three b-jets due to the sibsecluent decay_ ho -+ b~.
The background in this case comes from ttb and tfq
events with both top quarks decaying into tV’s. We
search for one isolatecl lepton, three b-tagged jets and
at least two I101Ib-jets. In this case, bc)t,h W-boscms
are on the mass sIw1l. The 11- mass constraint is used
to fincl a longitudinal component of the neutrinc) mo-
mentum, W* ~ lv, and the jet-jet combinations sat-
L&ing the recluirernent ]77/jj — ?71LV- I < 25 C,eV are re-
tained as done in the previous analysis. The associated
top quark from gb -+ t H*, t A WibA. and the neutral
light Higgs, h$ ~ blbm~ are reconstructed h,y minimiz-
ing x 2 = (rn~r,h, - mt)~ -1- (~nbl~m - 77/hO)2. Initially,
the total background is at least three cn-ders of nlagni-
tuck higher tha.tl the signal in the most favorable case
(tan /3 = 3). as shmm in Table VII. However, with the
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TABLE V: The expectecl rates (a x l?R) for the signal tt + MY* It% with
H* + l~”h” and for the ti backgrounds. It should be noted that due to the
tan /3 dependence of the t+ H+b and of the t -+ It;b branching ratios. the
t~ background rates depend on tan ./3.

Process tan ~? 7nh0 (CkV) ?nIIti (GeV) m x B13 (pb)

H* + 11””ho 2.0 83.5 152 1.2

3.0 93,1 152 0.2

t?+ jjblvb 2.0 I.-H

3.0 152

TABLE VI: The expected signal-to-background ratios and si.gnificamxw for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb-l. (mf), (TnH* ) and (m ~0) are the means of the Gaussian fits to
the distributions of m.H+ ~, rntl,. ~U and WZbLrespectively. The nc)minal values are shown
in Table v for mHt and m ~jj. A central value of 175 CleV is taken for the top cwrtrk
mass. 77tHk and m t are not reconstructed at their nominal values (within the large
statistical uncertainties, the numbers are consistent with the nominal values): this is
due to the assumption that p; = O (made in selection cuts) and also to the Pact that
the d-momentum of the 1$~” in # + W’” ho and t - W’h”b is not resealed to the ll;
mass before reconstructing the charged Higgs and the top quark. The other top c~uarkis
reconstructed to the nominal value (see P4] for details) since here, i --+ JVb; this ?l;’ boscm
is on-shell: in the leptonic channel the t?” mas<sconstraint guarantees that ?r~.rz,= rn}v,
and in the haclronic channel, the jet momenta are resealed within a mass wil ]CIOWso that
rnjj = rn~v. The significance and the signal-to-background ratios are calculated within
+2aIf* of (m,+).

tan d = 2 tan ~ = 3

(7n,) (Gev) 188 * 20 190& 29

~t (~.f?v) 18*11 20+10

(m H* ) (C:eV) 157* 7 160+ 10

mH* (CleV) 19+8 21 * 10

(rnh{,) (CleV) 83+1 92 * .1

cr~f,(CJeV) 12*1 13+3

Signal events 136 25

Background events 40 43

S/B 3.4 0.6

s~a 21.5 3.8

reconstruction technique described in detail in ~24], the
signal-to-background ratios could be improved by two crr-
ders of magnitude. This improvement is still insufficient
to observe the signal over the backgrouncl; for example,
for tan ~ = 3 and ‘mH& = 200 GeV, a significance of only
3.3 can be expected after 3 years at high luminosity. A
parton level study c)f this channel was carried out in [43]
using gg -+ tbH& and a viable signal survives above the
main irreducible tblV* h[~ continuum for tan ~ ~ 2 — 3
and rn@ N 200 Gev, in fair agreement with the current
analysis.

The main objective of this study is to demonstrate a.
good signal reconstruction and a high background sup-
pression with the ATLAS detector. Indeed. although the
signal is marginally viable in MSSM, the results can be
normalised to other models, for instance lNMSSM, where
LEP constraints no longer apply and the disccnwry pc)-

tential in this channel would extend to a significant area
of the parameter space as explained below.

c. H* -+ ll’+t~’ in NMSSM

111the MSS?M, the relation (2) and the direct lower
limit on the CP-ocld Higgs boson mass from LEP (see
the introciuction section) translate into an inclirect lower
hound cm the chargecl Higgs, m ~{~ z 120 GeV; in fact

for tanl? w 3, Tr?~* z 250 GeV [3, 4.2]. As a result,
the chanuel H* x lt-+ho has a high threshold in the
LEP allowecl region where the branching ration is very
small (see Fig. 2). Incleecl, beycmd tan # = 3, as demon-
strated by the stucly shown here, this chaunel presents
no cliscovery potential dLwtc} the very IC)Wsignal rate. It
has been argued that in the singlet extension to MSSM,
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TABLE VII: The rates for the signal bg -+ H&t A lt~h[’U-b and the t~
background as a function of t,arr/~.

Process tan ~17n.1,. (C;eV) vn H* (GeV) 0 x BII (pt~)

H+ s II’* ho 1.5 78.0 !250 ().W23

3.0 9!1.1 200 0.134

5.0 104.9 200 0.0:31

t~ + i iblvb 228

i.e., NMSSM, this channel is immune to the LEP ccm-
straints and there may be a significant discovery poten-
tial above and below the top quark mass [42]. In fact,
NMSSM extends the Higgs sector of the MSSM by adding
a complex singlet scalar field and seven physical Hig,gs
bosons are predicted in this model, three neutral CP-
even ho, H?, and HI, two CP-odd A! and A:, and a
charged pair H* [1]. The parameter space is therefore
less constrained than the one of the MSSM and the in-
direct lower limits on the Higgs masses from LEP are
no longer valid. In addition, the mixing between the
singlet and the doublet states would dilute the direct
mass limits on the latter from LEP. Consequently, the
channel H* 4 W+ (h”, A“ ) can be the clominant de-
cay mode for low tan /3 ancl n?.H+N 160 GeV. Therefore,
The H* ~ W*hO channel which is marginally viable in
MSSM would yield a significant signal in NMSSM [42].

VI. rn~~ AND tan,6 DETERMINATION

In this section, we discuss the expected precision on
the charged Higgs mass and tan j3 measurements with
the ATLAS detector in the H& d tb and H* -+ r+ u.
channels.

A. H* mass determination in H+ -+ r+ v.

As discussed in section IV, this channel cloes not offer
the possibility for the observation of a resonance peak
above the background, only the transverse Higgs mass
can be reconstructed because of the presence of the neu-
trino in the final state. The background comes from sin-
gle top (Wt) and t;productions with one Ur+ -+ T* VT.
Thus, the transverse mass is cinematically constrained to
be less than the W-boson mass while in the signal, the
upper bound is the charged Higgs mass.

The differences in the event topology and in the ~ po-
larisation have been used to suppress the backgrounck
as discussed in section IV [23, 44], so that above the TV
mass threshold, the background in this channel is rela-
tively small as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, although
there is no reconstruction of the resonance peak in this
channel, the Hig,gs mass can be extracted from the trans-
verse mass distribution with a relatively gc)ocl precision.

For the mass determination in this channel, we use the
likelihood method presented in [25, 45].

Thrm main sources of systematic uncertainties are
included in the mass determination: the shape of the
backgrc)und, the background rate and the energy scale.
The background shape becomes more significant at lower
Higgs masses where there is more overlap between signal
and backgrc)und. Tc) inclllde this effect, we assumed a
linear variation of the backgrc)und shape, frc)rn –1oYo to
+1OYObetween the minimum and the maximum of the
transverse mass distribution. Another source of system-
atic uncertainty is the rate of the backgrounds. It is
expected that the background rate (W’t and @ could be
known to 5’ZO[45]. Therefore, to take this effect into ac-
count, we increase the background rate by .5% while at
the same time we decrease the signal by 5%. Finally,
we also include the scale uncertain, y: 1YOfor jets and
().1% fc)r photons, electrons and muons. .b Table VIII,
we show the effects of the systematic uncertainties: the
overall uncertainty in the mass cletermimition is clomi-
nated by statistics.

The overall relative precisicm in this channel ranges
fr(-)~~11.3% at ~n@ = 226 &V to 3.1$% at ~n@ =
511 CJeV for au i~kegratecl luminosity of 100 fb–’. At
300 i%- 1, the precision improves to 0.870 at n).f{~ =
226 GeV arid 1.87n at m@ = 511 GeV [25].

B. H& Mass Determination in H& + tb

In tie tb channel, the full invariant mass can he re-
constructed as shown in Fig. 3 although this channel suf-
fers from the large irreducible t~b background ancl also
from the signal combinatorial background. The cleter-
mination of the mass can be clcme using the likelihood
methocl clescribed in [25, 45] or by fitting the signal ancl
the backgr(mnd. In the latter case, one assumes that the
background shape and normalisation can be determined
by fitting outside the signal region, thus. the systematic
uncertainties include only the scale uncertainty. We as-
sume a Gaussian shape fen-the signal and an exponential
for the background and fit signal+ backgrouncl including
the statistical fluctr.ra.tionsand the scale uncertainty-. The
precisicms on the rr.iassdetermination from the likelihocxl
a,nc]fitting methods are comparable.

The relative precision in this channel ranges frc)m 0.8%
at ~~)H& = 22[i GeV to 5.2% at 7nfr~. = 462 GeV for
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TABLE VII1: The systematic effects on the mass determination in the I@ -I
~+ VT channel are small. Columns 2 and 3 show the statistical rmcertaintics for
an inte~ated luminosity of 300 f-b-]. CMunms 4 and 5 include the s,vstematic
uncertainties. The total uncertainties are domin:itecl by the statistical errors.

mH* (GeV) Statistics only With systematic

(m) Jm (m) (fnl

~j~,{.) 226.4 1.7 225.9 1.7

271.1 271.1 2.0 ‘270.0 2.3

317.8 318.3 3.() :jlg,f) :i5

365.4 36.5.7 4.6 365.2 4.7’

-$13.5 413.8 4.5 414.9 4.7

462.1. 462.(i (i.() 460.8 6.:~

51.0.9 511.!3 7.4 511.7 9.2

100 fb-l. For300fb-1,
at 226 GeV and 3.5Yc at

the precision improves to 0.5’%
462 GeV [25].

C. Determination of tan fl

It is possible to determined tan/3 by measuring the
signal rate in the w channel where the backgrounds are
relatively low. The main systematic er~or would come
from the knowledge of the luminosity. The uncertainty
in the rate measurement can be estimated as [4.6]:

QXBR =/%+(:)2?(18,

A(a X BR)

where the relative uncertainty on the luminosity nlea-
surement is taken conservatively to be 10%. The uncer-
tainty on tan/3 is ccnnputed as:

Atari/? = A(a x BR) [d(::::)I-’“9)
At large tan ~, from Equations (4) and
the M* -+ r+ Z~Tchannel is ohtainecl as:

CTx BR M td C.

(7), the rate in

(~())

11-ornthe relations (19) anti (20), we get:

A tan ~? 1 A(cr X BR)

tan~ = ~ ax BR “
(21)

The relative precision on tan@ ranges from 15.4% to 7.3%
for tan,8 = 20 to 50, at low luminosit,v. For an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb– 1, the precision improves to 7.4% at
tan ~ =20 and to 5.4% at tan@= 50 [25].

Fig. 5 illustrates the expectecl overall precision on the
charged Higgs mass and tan {1 determination for an in-
tegrated luminosity of 300 fb– 1. In either channel, the
overall uncertainties are dominated by the statistical er-
rors. The w channel offers better precision cm the Higgs

FIC;. 5: The expected overall precision on the charged Higgs
mms ancl on tan $ measurements, LOSa function of the charged
Higgs mass (left plot) and tan ,L?(right plot) respectively.. For
the mass deternlination, the H* A T*V, channel gives better
precisicms than H* A tb except at low Higgs masses. In
addition, H* + ~*Z/T allows for the determination of tan fj
by measuring the rate in this channel.

mass ckterrninaticm than the tb channel, except at low
Higgs masses where the TV chaunel suffers from a.much
reduced selection efficiency or a much higher background
level as shcmw ill Table Ix and Fig. 5 [25].

VII. H* --+ T* v. IN LARGE EXTRA
DIMENSIONS

In models where extra dimensions open up at the TeV
scale, small neutrino masses ca.u be generated without
implementing the seesaw mechanism [47, 48, M]. These
models postulate the existence of J additional spatial di-
mensions of size R where gravity ancl perhaps other fields
freely propagate while the SM cb+grees c)f freedom are
ccmfined to (3+1 )–climensional wall (4D) of the higher
dimensicmal space. The idea that our world could be
a topological defect, of a lligller–dinlellsional thecn-y [.50]
finds a natural environment in string theory [51].
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TABLE IX: The overall precision on the mass determination are better in the w channel
thrin in the tb channel. This is due to the fact that the latter suffers from large tfb and
signal combinatorial backgrounds (L = 100 i%– 1).

(m) b% (m) r$7n

225.9 225.!) ‘2.0 226.!) 1.8

2’71.1 271.0 3.9 270.1 10.1

317.8 319.i- 5.9 320.2 11.3

365.4 364.!1 8.1 365.4 12.1

413.5 41-L8 ?3.0 417.4 17.6

462.1 460.7 10.6 465.9 24.1

.510.9 511.4 15.7

The right–handed neutrino can be interpreted M a.sin-
glet with no quantum numbers to constrain it to the SM
brane and thus, it can propagate into the extra dimens-
ions just like gravity [52]. Such singlet states in the bulk
couple to the SM states on the brane as righbhanded
neutrinos with small couplings — the Yukawa couplings
of the bulk fields are suppressed by the volume of the ex-
tra dimensions. The interactions between the bulk neu-
trino and the wall fields generate Dirac mass terms }Je-
tween the wall fields and all the Kaluza-Klein modes of
the bulk neutrino. As long as this mass is less than 1/R,
the Kaluza-Klein modes are unaffected while for the zero
mode, the interaction generates a Dirac neutrino mass
suppressed by the size of the extra dimensions:

A 1%1,

‘“D = ~ IIfpt ‘v
(22)

where A is a dimensicmless ccmstant, v the Higgs vacuum
expectation value (see the intr-ocluction section), JJpl =
2.4 x 101s GeV is the reduced Planck scale related to the
usual Planck mass 1.2 x 1019 GeV = &AIP~, and Af+ is
the true scale of gravity, or the fundamental Planck scale
of the (4 + fi)D space time:

Jlf#l = R6Af&2 . (23)

The mixkg between the lightest neutrino with mass mz~
and the heavier neutrinos introduces a correction IV to
the Dirac mass such that the physical neutrino mass mv
is [49]:

nl.~)
T[?.v= —

Iv :
(24)

where

As shown in Table ~,
be obtained consistent
Iations [53].

small mwtrino masses, ml,, can
with atmospheric neutrino oscil-

H– decays to the right-halnded ~– through the ~
Yukawa coupling:

H+ + T;F. (26)

The H- decay to left-handecl T– is completely sllp-
pressed in MSSM. However, in the scenaric) of singlet
nerrtrino in large extra, dime.nsicms, H- can decay to both
right-handed and left–handed ~– depending on the pa-
rameters J}fx, V{.D,r$,‘~lH&and tan ~ (See [26] for detailed
formulas):

H– -+~~v+~~y, (27)

where @ is a bulk neutrino and v is dominantly a light
ileutirino with a small achnkture of the Kaluza-Klein
modes. ‘Tile measurement of the polarisation asymme-
try,

A =
r(H- + r;~)) – r(H- + T-~q

r(tf- - ~;~~) + r(H- - 7-ED)’
(28)

can be used to distinguish between the ordinary 2HDNI-
11 aucl the scenario of singlet neutrino in large extra di-
mensions. In the 2HDM-11, the polarisation asymmetry
would be —1.(). In the framework of large extra dinlen-
sions, the pchu-isation asyrnmet:ry can vary from +1 to
– 1. In the latter case, the clecay c)f H- is similar to the
2HDh1-11 but, possibly with a ciiflerent phase space since
the neutrino contains some adm~~ture of the Kaluza-
I<k’in modes. The singlet neutrino may not necessarily
propagate into the i-extra. dimensional space. It is possi-
k)leto postulate that, the singlet neutrino propagate into
a subset Jl, (Jv S rs) of the (Sadditional spatial dimen-
sions, in which case the formalism for the generation c)f
small Dirac neutrino masses is merely a.generalisation of
the case & = J cliscussed above [48].

The charged Higgs clecay to right-handed ~. H- A
r; D have been extensively stuclied for the LHC as dis-
cussed abcwe ~23, 44]. In this section, we discuss the
possibility to observe H– - ~~ rJ at the LHC above the
top cluark mass ~26, 54]. Table ~ shcms the parame-
ters selectecl for the current analysis. The cases where
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TABLE X: The pa.ra.metersused in the current analysisof the signal with the corresponding polarisation asymmetry.
Ingeneral, H– would decay tor~ andr~,H- -+ r&>+~~@, tiepelldillgo~lthe~synllrletry. l?orthedecayll– - ~~~
(as in MSSM), the asymmetry is – 1 and this case is already studied for the LHC [23, 44] and discussed in section IV.
The signalto be studied is H– ~ T~’@.

M* (TeV) & 6 m~ (eV) )77H* (C;eV) tan /3 Asymmetry mu (eV)
Signal-l 2 4 4 3.0 219.9 30 -1 0.510-”’
Signal-2 20 :3 :3 145.0 :36.5.4 45 .&’l 0.05
Signal-3 1 r

6 5.0 506.2 4 ‘--l 0.05
Signal-4 100 : 0 0.005 250.2 3.5 fi-1 0.003
Signal- 5 10 4 .5 ().1 350.0 go .- —1 0.04
Sirma.1-6 50 5 5 0.04 450.0 25 =–1 ().04

theasymrnetryis +1 are discussed. NToaclditional Higgs
bosons are needed. As a result, the charged Higgs pro-
duction mechanisms are the same as in the 2HDW11 as
shown in Fig. 1. We consider the 2 4 2 production
process where the charged Higgs is produced with a top
quark, gb ~ tH*. Further, we require the hadronic de-
cay of the top quark, t -+ Wb - jjb and the charged
Higgs decay to ~ Ieptons.

The major backgrounds are the single top production
gb -+ kVt, and tf production with one W+ ~ jj and the
other W- A ~~ Z. Depending cm the polarisation asym-
metry — Equation (28) — H– A TE ~ will contribute as

an additional background. In Table XI, we list the rates
for the signal and for the backgrounds.

In general, H– -+ TZ @+ Ti v with the asymmetry be-
tween -1 and 1 [54]. However, the study of H– ~ Ti D
has been carried out in detail and discussed iu section IV.
Therefore, in the current study, we consider the parame-
ters shown in Table X and Table XI for which the asym-
metry is one, i.e., H– ~ r~rj.

The polarisation of the ~ Iepton is included in this anal-
ysis through TAUOLA [39]. We consicler the hadronic
one-prong decays of the ~ lepton — see the relations (8).
For the signal in the MSSM, right-hancled ~~’s come
from the charged Higgs decay, H- 4 rfi E, while in the
backgrounds, left-handed ~~’s come from the decay of
the W- (-+ -r: U). In the MSSM, the requirement (9)
would retain only the r and half of the longitudinal p aud
al contributions while eliminating the transverse compo-
nents along with the other half of the longitudinal con-
tributions. In addition, this requirement woulcl suppress
much of the backgrounds, In the framework of large ex-
tra dimensions, we are interested in H– -+ r; r/J where’,
as shown in Fig. 6, the polarisaticm of the ~ lepton would
be identical to the background case but opposite to the
MSSM case. Therefore, the requirement (9) woulcl not
help in suppressing the backgrounds. Nevertheless, there
are still some differences in the kinematics which can help
reduce the ba.ckgrouncl level, and the selection criteria are
similar to the case presented in section IV, except here,
we search for one-prong hadronic ~ decays (see ~26]for
further details):

1. The missing transverse momentum and the mornerl-
tum of the ~ jet are increasingly harder- as the

Signal

MSSM
5H-2

Large

Extra 5“-2 ‘
Dimensions

Backgrounds

One-prong T- decays ta n-v

v 7T- V
—~-~ <r ,. ;

~ ~

F] C;. 6: F’cJa.risa.tionof the decay ~ fi-om H* in the MSSM
and in models with a. singlet neutrino in large extra dimen-
sions. Tn the latter case, both left and right–handed ~’s can
he produced with some polarisation wsymmetry. In the back-
grounds. the ~ comes from the decay of the W *. The signal
to be studied is in the box — the polarisation of the decay T

in this signal is the same as in the background. Thus, r polar-
isation effects would not help in suppressing the backgrounds
but they rmiy help distinguish between the 2HDM and other
models.

charged Higgs mass increases.

2. The difference in the azimuthal opening angle between
the ~ jet, and the missing transverse rnornentum
explained in section IV.

3. The difkrence in the transverse mass — Ecluation( 11)
— between the signal H– -+ ~; ~~ and the back-
grouucl Ii’- ~ ~~ V.

The reccmstruction of the transverse mass (see Fig. 7)
is not enough to distinguish between the MSSM and the
singlet neutrinos in large extra. dimensions. ‘The differ-
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TABLE XI: The expected rates (ax BR), for the signal gh ~ t H* with H’- -+ T~ z + T;IJ and

t + jjb, and for the backgrounds: Wt and t; with H’- ~ ~~ E and 11’+ a jj. We assume au
inclusive t~ production cross section of .590 pb. other cross sectiorrs are taken from PYTHIA 6.1.
See Table X for the parameters used for Signal-1, Sigrml-2 and Signal-3. in the last columns, we
compare the H* ~ r+ VT branching ratios in this model to the ccrrresponcling MSSNI branching
ratios.

Process a X BR (pb) BR(H- - -rv + mjj) hlSSkJ: BR(Ef* ~ ~*vT)
Signal-1 1.56 0.?-3 0.37
Signal- 2 0.15 1.0 0.15
Si.gna.l-3 0.04 1.() 0.01

ah e tt,’t (vT >30 GeV) 47.56
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FIG. 7: The reconstructions of the transverse mass for the
signal in the MSSM, the signal in models with a singlet neu-
trino in large extra dimensions and for the backgrounds, for
an integrated luminosity of 100 fl– 1. In general, an hlSSIYl
charged Higgs can be discovered at the LHC, depending on 7r2A

and tan ~. In the models with a singlet neutrino in large ex-
tra dimensions, the signal can also be discovered at the LHC
depending on the parameters M+, 6, rrl.~, 7n.4 and tan L?. The
observation of the signal in the transverse mam distribution
would not be sufficient to identify the model: the ~ polarisat-
ion effects must be explored further.

ences in these two scenarios are best seen in the clistribu-
tion of pw/ET–jet, the fraction of the energy carried by
the charged track which is shown in Fig. 8.

The mass of the neutrino @ would be clifferent on an
event by event basis. Consequentlyl the efficiencies of the
kinematic cuts would be somewhat clifferent. However.
the main results of the current analysis derive from the
differences in the polarisations of the ~ lepton and in the
transverse mass bounds, and would not be significantly
affected by the neutrino mass effect.

M,=210dGe}{8=3,m#45 eV, mH. = 365.4 GeV, ttm~ =45

:,=

,, MSSM (H-+ TRi.-

.lIf n

3

2

1

0 I

4n L = 100 fb-’ ~

FIG. & The distribution of the ratio of the charged pion
track momentum in one prong ~ decay to the ~-jet energy
for m..a = 3.50 GeV, tan@ = 45, Al. = 20 TeV. 6 = 3 and
7r~ u = 0.05 eV. In the 2HD M-II, this ratio would peak near O
and 1 ss shown while in other models, the actual clistribution
of this ratio would depend on the polarisation asymmetry
since both left and right-handed r’s would contribute. In the
case shown. the as.vrnmet.ry is -- 1 and the ratio peaks rlear
the centre of the distribution.

Although the observation of a. signal in the transverse
mass distribution can he usecl to claim cliscovery of the
chargeci Higgs, it is insufliciemt to pin down the scenario
that is realized. Aclclitionally, by reconstructing the frac-
tion of the energy carried by the charged track in the
one-prong ~ clecay, it is possible to claim whether the
scenario is the ordinary 2HDM or nc)t. The further mea-
surement of the polarisation asymmetry might provide a
clistinctive evidence for models with singlet neutrinos in
large extra climeusions.
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FIG. 9: The ATLAS 5-u ciisccwery contour of the charged
Higgs. Below the top quark mass, the charged Higgs is pro-
duced from top decay and the i-+ VTchannel provides coverage
for most tan e below w 160 C~eV. Above the top quark rnam,
the tb channel covers the low and the high tan ,b’regions while
the T-*r+ channel extends the cliscovery reach to high Higgs
mass and to lower tan ~~in the high tan ,d region.

VIII. 1# DIScOVERY POTENTIAL

In the ~+ 4 tb channel, upwards of $m cliscover-y
can be achieved above the top quark mass in the low
and high tan /3 regions up tcj NM() C.eV as discussed
above [22]. H* ~ ~*.v. extends the discovery reach
to high Higgs masses and to lower tan ~ values in the
high tan /3 region as seen in Fig. 9. However, in the low
tan @ region, the ~+ .v~ channel offers no sensitivity for
the charged Higgs discovery as the H+ x ~+ VT branch-
ing vanishes [23]. Below the top quark mass, the charged
Higgs is produced in top decays, t ~ bH*. In this mass
range, the decay channel H* A T+ Vr has been studied
for ATLAS and the signal appears as an excess of ~ lep-
tons [55]: the entire range of tan/3 values should be cov-
ered for i’nf@ < mt as shown in Fig. 9. The degradation
of the sensitivity in the intermediate tan@ regicm is due
to suppressed charged Higgs couplings to SM fermicms as
explained in section IX B.

Charged Higgs searches might be usecl to probe the
decoupling regime of MSSM — hence distinguishing be-
tween SM and MSSM — particularly via the H* ~ T* Vr
channel. In fact, the extent of the parameter space that
can be covered using this signature is comparable to the
reach of the A/H e n- channel in the neutral Higgs
sector, at least at large tan ,d [23, 32, 44, 56]. Further-
more, additional improvements may still be possible in
the H* A T*vT channel such as the possibility of exploit-

ing the kinematics of the spectator b-jet in gg + tbH*
and the rewwt calculation of ft rather large k-factc)r for
@ 4 tH* [57].

IX. OUTLOOK

In this section, we disclws additional wcn-kplanned or
currently being carriecl out in the charged Higgs sector to
study the region below the top quark mass, the prospects
for m~la determination in this region, and also to cover
the remaining areas of the discover-y contcmr of Fig. 9.

A. Below the top qnark mass

The H& ~ # r~r channel is currently being investi-
gated further, taking into account the ~ polarisation ef-
fects. A direct measurement of the charged Higgs mass
in this region is not possible because of the presence of
various neutrirlos in the final state. The possibility of
measuring the charged Higgs mass from the ~ —h system
in the final state is being stlldied.

B. Threshold Region

For mH* just helow or arourlcl the top quark mass,
the relevant, chanuek are H+ -+ t“ b and H* ~ T* UT.
The correct descripticm of the charged Higgs production
and clecay rrwchanisms in this region of parameter space
requires the use the production process gg + tbH*,

,shown in Fig. 1 which includes gg - tfwith t ~ bH*,
the Higgs-strahlung mechanism and the relative inter-
ferences [58]: the narrow- width approximation used by
Monte Carlc) programs such i.is PYTHIA [27], HER-
WIG [59] and ISAJET [W], accounts for the chargecl
EIiggsproduction and clecay through the factorisation ap-
proach, i.e., gg, q~ - t~ times t + bH*. However, this
description does not account properly for the charged
Higgs boscm phenornenology when its mass approaches or
exceeds that of the top quark as shown in Fig. 10 [58, 61].
For the LHC, the situation is further cornplicatxd by the
potential problem of double counting when adding the
2 ~ 3 ancl the 2 ~ 2 production mechanisms of Fig. 1.
The 5-o discovery contcmr of Fig. 9 shows a gap in the
m,l axis arc)und m~ = IN] CjeV corresponding to the
threshold region where studies have just commenced us-
ing the gg -+ tbH* instead of the fiactorisation approach.

C. Intermediate tan ~ Region

In the stuclies discussed thus far, a heavy S[JSY spec-
trum has been assumed; thl IScharged Higgs decays into
supersyrnmetiric particles are cinematically forbiciden.
The lack of sensitivity in the intermediate tan # region
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t6H– with finite top quark width; bg - tH- ancl the com-
bination of the first and the last, at the LHG with @ = 14
TeV, as a.function of rn Hi for a representative value of tan P.

(tan~ ~ 3-10) is due to the fact that the charged Higgs
coupling to Sill fermions is proportional to:

the square of which goes through a minimum at tall@ =
~=. The study of charged Higgs decays into SUSY
particles might help cover this region. Incieed, for a
heavy charged Higgs boson, the decays into the lightest
charginos and neutralinos — sleptons and scluarks also —
would be possible and even become dominant, thereby
reducing the branching into the SM decays 11+ ~ tb
and H* ~ T*VT [62]. It was shown in [63] that H* ~

~~1~2,3 } could probe regions Of the’ ~lSS~I Parameter
space where the .H* decays into SM particles yield no
sensitivity — see Fig. 9. In addition to the direct H*
production via the 2 + 3 and the 2 ~ 2 processes of
Fig. 1, the H* production rate in SUSY particle cascade
decays can be significant and sensitive tc} the interme-
diate tan /3 values [64]. Further studies of these exckic
charged Hig,gs decays are in progress [6.5].

D. High Mass Region

The discovery reach COUIC1be extended to higher Higgs
masses by studying the process gg - tbH* with H* 9
tb and tagging all the four b-jets in the spectrum [40]
and exploiting the differences between the signal and the
gg -+ tfb~ background in the kinematics of b-quark jets:
in the background, the h-quark pair producecl together
with tt are rather soft, collinear with low invariant mass.
On the contrary, in the signal, at least one of the asso-
ciated b-jets is expected to be energetic for” m@ much
larger than rn~ [40]. However, tagging four b-jets may
cause a significant reduction in the signal rate as the

additional b-quark in gg -+ tbH* has a low transverse
momentum arid m:l.,vescape detection. Realistic studies
of this channel including detector effects are in progress.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In the simplest extension of the SM Higgs sector, five
Higgs bosons are preclictecl, three ueutral and a charged
pair. ‘Ihe charged Higgs boson does nc)t have a SM coun-
terpart, thus its discovery WOUIC1constitute an irrefutable
evidence of physics be.vcmd the Staudard Model.

In this paper, we have investigated the feasibility of the
chargecl Higgs cletection at,the LHC with the ATLAS cie-
tect.or. Behmvthe top quark mass, H* coLdd be produced
in the decay of the top quark, t ~ bH*, and the decay
H* -+ 7*v, WaS previc)~rsly studied for ATLAS. The sig-

nal appears as an excess c)f ~ leptons and almost the en-
tire range of tan ,lj is covered. In the LEP allowed regions
of MSSM parameter space, the H* - W*hO channel
presents no significant discovery potential for the charged
Higgs. In NIMSSM, LEP constraints are no longer valid
and the signal viability is extended tc) a bigger area of
parameter space.

In the H+ A tb channel, upwards of 5-c discovery can
be achieved above the top cplark mass in the low and high
tall,8 regimls up to N-MOGeV. The H* a # v7. channel
extends the discover-y reach to higher Higgs masses and
to lower tamj~ values but the sensitivity is limited to the
high tan ~$regicm. Irl models with singlet neutrinos in
large extra dimensions, the process H– + T; v’}-I-C.C.—
which is completely suppressed in the 2HDM — can have
a significant branching ratic). ancl its ckkecticm together
with the measurement of the ~ polarisation asymmetry
would provicle a distinctive eviclence for these models.

The rhar-geclHig,gsmass can be determirled in H* A r%
and H+ ~ r+ w where the precision range from 0.5 ‘/o

at C-I200 GeV to 1.8<70at - 500 C.eV for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fh– 1. In either charmel, the main uncer-
tainties come from statistical errors in the invariant mass
(H* ~ tb) c)r the transverse mass (H* -+ T*v,) distri-
butions. By rneaslu-ing the rate of H* A r+ UT, tan,8
car~be determined with precision ranging from 7.-1% at
tan P = 20 to 5.-!%, at tan 8 = 50 for an integrated hl-
mirmsity of 300 fb -1 and assuming a 10% lmcert ainty on
the luminosity.

Further charged Higgs studies are planned or are cur-
rently beilg carried out in cinder to cover the remaining
regions c)f the parameter space. These include: firstly,
the threshold region where the 2 + 3 process is used
to correctly account for the H* producticm and clecay
phenc)rnenolc)gy; seccmdly, the intermediate tan d regicm
which is sensitive to charged Higgs decays to SUSY par-
ticles: and finally, the hi,gb mass region which COUIC1be
probed with gg -+ tbH* and H* ~ tb by tagging all
the four b-jets in tihe spectrum. In aclclition, the regicm
belc)w the imp quark mass is being investigated llsirrg
H* - #V, takirlg irlto account the T-polarisaticm ef-



fects, and the prospects for
region is also being studied.

TJL.~~ determination in this
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